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Chapter 2151 The Spirit Reservoir Valley! 

Red fiend base, in the main hall. 

"Reporting to Lord Chi Hu, Lord Chi Fang has been killed by the yellow spring Battle Manor!" 

"What?“ 

Upon hearing this news, Red Tiger and red leopard were stunned. Chi Fang was the strongest among the 

three of them and regarded the people of the yellow spring Battle Manor as ants. How could he be killed 

by someone? They couldn't believe the news in front of them. 

"Who killed him?" The red leopard asked. 

"The news says that this person is the heavenly Emperor ye chen!" 

"Heavenly Emperor ye chen?" 

The two of them looked at him coldly. They had naturally heard of this man, but they didn't expect him 

to be strong enough to kill Chi Fang. 

"Red Tiger, what do you think of the current situation?" 

"Ye Chen's a mysterious person. He was able to kill Chi Fang, so he's unfathomable. We can only wait for 

reinforcements from the magic martial arts world!" 

"The devil realm was defeated by this man. If we lose like this, won't we be disgracing the devil martial 

realm?" 

"One wrong step and we'll lose everything. Chi Fang is a good example. We'd better be careful!" 

 "Alright then!" 

The two of them nodded slightly, thinking that they should not take the initiative to approach ye chen at 

this time. 

In the yellow Springs battle Manor, ye Chen's return gave everyone a boost in morale. Those 

powerhouses who had been in the midst of creating terror in the magic martial world had now returned 

to their original selves. Especially after seeing ye chen kill Chi Fang, they all bowed and worshipped him! 

Now, the yellow spring Battle Manor and the netherworld were both in ye Chen's hands. 

"Hahaha, fellow Daoist ye, I'm really happy to be able to return this time. Are you satisfied with the 

celebratory banquet I prepared for you?" 

The old ancestor stretched out his hand and said as he looked at the joyous banquet in front of him. 

"Naturally, nothing will go wrong with the ancestor's help!" Ye chen said with a smile. 

"Hahaha, fellow Daoist ye, you're funny. However, the magic martial world won't let this go. Besides, the 

immortal realm has sent people here before. " 
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"Oh? What are they doing here?" 

"They are called the spirit envoys. They have their eyes on the powerful spiritual energy stored in the 

yellow Springs battle Manor!" 

"Spiritual accumulation?" 

When ye chen heard this word, he was puzzled. 

"This is also the news that we have just received. In a dense forest of the yellow Springs battle Manor, 

there is actually a spirit reservoir Valley. In the valley, there is a powerful spiritual energy that nurtures 

the spiritual accumulation. This spiritual accumulation is an extremely rare resource and is extremely 

beneficial to a cultivator's cultivation. It is because of this spiritual accumulation that Wushuang and I 

were able to progress so much!" 

"It's that magical?" 

"Master, the forefather is right. It's because of this spiritual accumulation that we're able to break 

through the various barriers of itinerant immortal!" 

Ye Wushuang added. 

"Very good, then I'll have to see for myself." 

"Master, I'll Take You There!" 

After the banquet, ye Wushuang, the great ancestor, and ye chen arrived at the spirit reservoir Valley in 

the yellow spring Battle Manor. 

The spirit accumulation Valley was located in the netherworld Rift Valley, which was located in the 

deepest part of the Zhan residence. Upon entering this dense forest, waves of spiritual energy 

immediately gushed toward him, causing the spirit energy in ye Chen's body to resonate. The celestial 

energy law began to operate automatically. 

Ye chen was filled with curiosity at the miraculous effects. 

After all, he had just broken through to the peak itinerant immortal realm and wanted to stabilize his 

Foundation. 

"The spirit accumulation Valley is right in front of us!" The old ancestor pointed to a Rift Valley in front 

of them. 

"En!" 

Ye chen nodded slightly and followed the two of them to the spirit reservoir Valley. 

When ye chen arrived at the spirit reservoir Valley, the law of celestial energy in his body burned even 

more fiercely. It had already begun to automatically flow through his meridians. This strange 

phenomenon surprised ye chen. 

Ye chen looked down at the Rift Valley. He could see a thousand miles with a single glance and looked 

deep into the valley. 



"Mm ..." 

He could sense waves of powerful psionic energy. This psionic energy was completely different from 

netherworld energy. It was a more original and fundamental existence. This filled ye chen with curiosity. 

"All of you wait here, I'll go down and take a look!" 

"Fellow Daoist ye, please be careful. Wushuang and I have only entered the second layer of the he di 

Valley!" 

"The second level? How many levels does this Rift Valley have?" 

"It's hard to say. I saw the words " 18 spiritual reserves" on the walls of the canyon. I don't know if this is 

a hint!" 

" 18 spiritual reserves, hahaha, very good!" 

Ye chen laughed out loud, his voice reverberating throughout the entire spirit reservoir Valley. Then, he 

leaped into the rift Valley. 

Within the valley, the environment had changed drastically. It was completely different from what he 

had sensed before. This was a change in space-time. It was clear that this place was either protected by 

an extremely powerful array or had natural fortune. It could not be underestimated! 

"Mm ..." 

Ye chen focused on sensing the changes in the airflow and energy around him. Soon, he realized that the 

closer he got to the lower levels of the Rift Valley, the more he came into contact with strange energy 

fluctuations. These energy fluctuations became stronger and stronger, directly triggering the psionic 

Foundation in ye Chen's body. 

"Ninth-tier itinerant immortal Tao Wu's law is activated!" 

Ye chen activated the ninth-tier itinerant immortal power in his body and released multiple laws. Soon, 

he received a response from the Rift Valley. 

On the walls of the valley, there were many patterns. 

These patterns weren't ordinary stone carvings, but mysterious runes that contained the power of 

spiritual accumulation. 

"Whoosh!" 

Ye chen leaned against a rock wall and slowly touched the patterns with one hand. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

After coming into contact with it for a moment, the spiritual accumulation in the rune sensed ye Chen's 

power and instantly began to react. 

Ye chen could feel waves of spirit primordial energy surging in his meridians. This spirit primordial 

energy was a manifestation of the accumulation of spirit energy entering ye Chen's meridians. 



This spiritual accumulation could instantly trigger the psionic energy in ye Chen's body to circulate at a 

super-fast speed. This circulation speed was at least ten times faster than ye Chen's previous normal 

state! 

In other words, with the support of spiritual accumulation, ye Chen's strength could be increased by 

almost ten times. 

In front of him, he was only on the fourth level of the spirit reservoir Valley. 

"The fourth level can increase the power by ten times, it's really amazing! I'd like to see how many 

surprises you can give me!" 

Ye Chen's figure continued to descend. He thought he could quickly break through several layers but he 

soon stepped on an iron plate. He looked down and could only see the endless dark void. However, he 

was clearly standing on a space. 

Sensing the energy distribution in this space, ye chen found that the space was very even, like a super 

plane. 

"Could this be the barrier between layers that the great ancestor was talking about?" 

This was the most reasonable explanation. However, he had not stepped on any barriers in the previous 

four levels. This might be the difference between talents. The old ancestor and Wushuang had stepped 

on the barriers on the first level. 

"Ah!" 

Ye chen shouted coldly. Immediately, he launched the heaven-shaking stomp. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The massive energy slammed into the barrier, causing a huge tremor. However, ye chen felt that the 

space under his feet did not seem to move at all. Such a strong defensive power aroused ye Chen's 

interest. 

"Ha, very good. This makes the challenge more interesting!" 

In the face of such a shocking phenomenon, ye chen did not show the slightest sign of fatigue or retreat. 

Instead, he was extremely excited. This was the demeanor of a King! 

Chapter 2152 Possession By The Four Spirits 

"True spirit nine transformation, ancient Suan ni ape!" 

With a furious roar, the world shook and mountains and rivers shattered. Ye chen transformed into the 

body of the demonic ape and punched the ground below. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The sky was filled with killing and rocks were hitting the shore. The power of the demon ape instantly 

shattered the barrier in front of him. Ye chen entered the fifth level of the Rift Valley. 
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After entering the fifth level of the Rift Valley, the space underwent a qualitative change. Ye chen could 

clearly sense the power of the previous four levels of the Rift Valley. As a result, the spiritual reserves in 

the previous four levels of the Rift Valley began to manifest. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

It was a different space but ye chen could see the spiritual energy in the four-layered Rift Valley 

suspended in the void. 

The power of these spiritual reserves was so strong that ye chen could even feel the various powers 

flowing in his meridians being summoned by these spiritual reserves. They all turned into blood-thirsty 

beasts, roaring at ye chen to obtain the spiritual reserves in the space. 

Even ye Chen's own heart of martial arts had become violent and difficult to contain! 

"No wonder even the people of the magic martial arts world want to obtain the spiritual accumulation. 

No one can restrain this desire. However, this Emperor's journey is a heaven-defying act. No power can 

control my mind!" 

"Ah!" 

Ye chen let out a long cry. Suddenly, the heart of the underworld released the power of the underworld. 

Ye Chen's psyche entered a super-strong state and his self-consciousness stream was unparalleled. It 

began to destroy the spiritual accumulation psyche in the realm of consciousness. 

These spiritual reserves had already developed their own spirits after cultivating in this place for a long 

time. They kept trying to enter the meridians of the human body. They just wanted to find their host, 

occupy their host's spirit, and turn their host into their slave! 

As the heavenly Emperor, ye chen had some experience in this. If he wanted to obtain the power of 

spiritual accumulation without being eroded by the spiritual accumulation, he must first ensure that his 

martial will surpassed the erosion of the spiritual accumulation! 

And the one that gave the greatest boost to this was naturally netherworld power. 

In his consciousness, the god of the underworld's shadow bloomed, forcefully suppressing the spiritual 

power within. 

"Ah!" 

After that, ye chen floated in the air. Lotuses bloomed under his feet, and thousands of golden rays shot 

into the sky. 

"Four great spiritual reserves, come!" 

Ye chen summoned the sky snake and roared angrily. Suddenly, the two beasts revealed themselves. 

Everything before him was chaotic and a dark vortex had opened. 

In front of the illusionary figures of the two brutal beasts, the huge black Whirlpool produced a strong 

suction force and started to devour the spiritual accumulation cores in the four rifts. 



The four great spiritual reserves were absorbed into the dark vortex and then madly rushed toward ye 

Chen's consciousness realm. They wanted to quickly occupy ye Chen's spiritual Highland and take 

control of his body. 

"Giggle!" 

In ye Chen's consciousness, the spirit core formed by the fusion of the four great spiritual accumulations 

turned into four-colored little devil heads that appeared in the void. 

"You think you have obtained our power, but in reality, you are already our puppet!" 

"That's right. You're only an individual immortal, yet you dare to absorb the four of our spiritual reserves 

at the same time. You're really too arrogant!" 

"With four spirit cores, even a peak genuine immortal can't compete with us. Just hand over the control 

of your body. We've been waiting here for 10000 years, and we can finally find a suitable body. 

Hahaha!" 

The four great spiritual accumulations revealed sinister smiles and looked at ye Chen's primordial spirit 

in the consciousness realm. 

"Ha!" 

Just as the four Great Spirit cores were about to devour ye Chen's primordial spirit, a scornful laugh was 

heard. Ye chen opened his eyes and looked at the four Great Spirit cores. 

"You want to seize my primordial spirit with just you? you're dreaming!" 

"You!" 

It was the first time the four spirit cores had met such an arrogant person. Of course, the more arrogant 

he was, the stronger his realm of consciousness would be and the stronger his talent would be. This was 

also a good thing for the spiritual cores. 

"This brat is too arrogant. Let's end this quickly and kill his primordial spirit!" 

"You're right, I'm too lazy to waste time with him!" 

The four Great Spirit cores showed their might at the same time. Waves of psionic power began to 

absorb the psyche in ye Chen's consciousness. 

This was something ye chen had not expected. These spirit cores in his consciousness realm were like his 

own home ground. They could directly absorb the psychic energy from the environment. If the other 

party did not absorb a single bit of his psychic energy, then the power of his primordial spirit would be a 

little weaker. It seemed that ye chen had to get rid of these four Great Spirit cores as soon as possible. 

Otherwise, the consequences would be unimaginable. 

"Ah!" 

Ye chen absorbed the netherworld energy in his body's meridians and began to strengthen his 

primordial spirit. Then, the celestial Thearch sword floated above his head. 



"Slash!" 

The sword shape condensed, and without any hesitation, it slashed down. 

"Useless move!" 

However, the four Great Spirit cores were not afraid at all. They each released a ray of psyche light and 

instantly shattered ye Chen's celestial Thearch sword. 

This level of power made ye chen feel that the four Great Spirit cores before him were not just for show. 

They could really kill a peak true immortal's primordial spirit as easily as taking something from a bag. 

He could not hold back anymore. 

"Ancient God heart technique!" 

Ye chen used the ancient God mental cultivation method. The power of the five stars-metal, wood, 

water, fire, and earth-was instilled into ye Chen's spiritual world. The five great divine swords floated 

around ye chen and aimed at the four Great Spirit cores at the same time. 

"Five elements magical sword! You've actually mastered such a divine technique!" 

"This kid's talent is abnormal. We can't hold back this time!" 

"Alright!" 

The four Great Spirit cores had already sensed ye Chen's difference. The threat of the five elements 

divine sword was too great. They had to finish the battle quickly. 

"Four spirits converging on the Obsidian God-destroying strike!" 

The spiritual accumulation core glowed with a strange light. All the energy in ye Chen's meridians 

gathered toward the four Great Spirit cores. It was clear that the spiritual accumulation could not only 

infiltrate ye Chen's consciousness to attack, but it could also rely on its own special nature to directly 

absorb the energy in ye Chen's meridians. This was the difficult part. 

"Don't even think about it!" 

At the same time, ye chen activated his primordial Spirit's strongest psyche, forcibly drawing the energy 

in his meridians back to resist the strongest attack from the four Great Spirit cores. 

"Hahaha, ye chen, you're dead." 

"I don't know if you're Dead or Alive. You little elves dare to have thoughts about me. All of you, return 

to me!" 

The ancient God mental cultivation method continued to activate. Ye Chen's primordial spirit power was 

unparalleled. His absorption rate of the various energies in his meridians quickly surpassed the four 

Great Spirit cores. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

All kinds of energy gathered in ye Chen's primordial spirit body. With a wave of his hands, the immortal 

slaying Flying Dagger and the celestial Thearch sword were unsheathed at the same time. 



The two divine weapons hovered above the consciousness realm, locked onto the four spirit cores, and 

attacked. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The light of the blade and the shadow of the sword formed a killing array. Like a net, it came toward the 

four Great Spirit cores. 

"The power of this person's origin soul has actually surpassed that of a peak true immortal. This is too 

strange!" 

"It is obviously impossible to succeed with just the four of us. The only way is to awaken the fifth 

spiritual accumulation!" 

"That's the only way!" 

Originally, the four great spiritual accumulations did not want to share control of ye Chen's body with 

the fifth spiritual accumulation. However, at this moment, they could no longer rely on their own 

strength to fight against ye chen. They could only seek the help of the fifth spiritual accumulation! 

Chapter 2153 The Five Spirits Converge! 

"The Grand fifth spiritual accumulation, wake up!" 

All of a sudden, the four spiritual accumulations started the summoning ritual at the same time. 

Powerful spiritual energy swept through the entire place. Wave after wave of energy awakened the fifth 

spiritual accumulation hidden in the abyss. For a time, the sky fell and the earth cracked, and a storm 

gathered. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

In the sky, the fifth spiritual accumulation gathered a thunderstorm and revealed itself with supreme 

power. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

As the lightning gathered, the fifth spirit accumulation took on a human form and appeared in front of 

ye chen. 

"Hahaha!" 

Diwu Lingyun laughed as he looked at ye chen. He had been sealed in this place for too long and he had 

finally met a cultivator. His face was full of greed. When he saw ye chen, it was as if he had seen the 

prey he had been thinking about day and night. He instantly locked onto ye chen. 

Ye chen felt his power suddenly stagnate. He knew that after being locked by the spiritual accumulation, 

the various powers in his meridians would be inexplicably restricted. This kind of restriction would 

increase with the increase in the level of spiritual accumulation. 

"Die!" 
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The fifth spiritual accumulation had made its move. At this moment, the four great spiritual 

accumulations in ye Chen's consciousness realm all revealed sinister smiles. As long as the fifth spiritual 

accumulation restricted ye Chen's movements and entangled him, they would have the opportunity to 

erode ye Chen's mind and make him their slave. 

"Hahaha, we'll use speed to control ye Chen's mind!" 

"Right!" 

The four great spiritual accumulations began to disintegrate ye Chen's spiritual world from the inside 

while the fifth spiritual accumulation attacked from the outside. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The fifth spiritual accumulation began to gather the energy in the surrounding space. Ye chen felt as if 

his body was moving uncontrollably in the direction of the fifth spiritual accumulation. It was a very bad 

feeling. It was like a soul being controlled and falling into an abyss, unable to extricate itself. 

"Ah!" 

Ye chen shouted angrily. Suddenly, Thunder rumbled in all directions and countless alternate spaces 

appeared. These alternate spaces were ye Chen's best means of blocking the power of spiritual 

accumulation. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

However, at this moment, the fifth spiritual accumulation was launched toward the condensed energy 

cannon. Its target was ye chen. 

In the face of such a powerful condensed energy cannon, ye chen gathered all his strength and formed a 

Dragon Qi Shield in front of him to resist it. 

The two forces collided in the air. Although the surrounding alien space greatly reduced the power of 

the energy cannon, ye chen could still feel the destructive force tearing his body apart. This force 

consumed a lot of energy in ye Chen's body and instantly affected the confrontation in his consciousness 

realm. 

The four great spiritual accumulations could naturally sense that ye Chen's body had become very weak 

and the power density in his body had dropped greatly. This was a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. It 

signified that the four great spiritual accumulations 'plan was moving in the direction of success. 

"Hahaha, ye chen, you're dead this time." 

The four great spiritual accumulations spread out their sharp claws and began to control ye Chen's eight 

extraordinary meridians, eroding his spiritual world at the same time. 

Both his body and mind were under great threat. The ancient God Power in ye Chen's body 

automatically protected his body. The black gold glazed body instantly restricted the four great spiritual 

accumulations from extracting power from his meridians. 

"What?" 



The four great spiritual reserves were shocked. They had not expected ye chen to have such a trump 

card. 

Under the restrictions of the black gold glass body, not only did it make it difficult for the four spiritual 

reserves to absorb energy from his body, but it also backfired on them. The ancient God Power 

restricted the movement of the four spiritual reserves and trapped them like Canaries in a cage. 

"Ye chen!" 

The four great spiritual accumulations roared at the same time, frantically trying to absorb the power in 

ye Chen's body. However, they could not do it. The black-gold glazed body had frozen the time and 

space in ye Chen's body, causing trouble for the four great spiritual accumulations, who were adept at 

controlling spatial power. 

After suppressing the power of the four great spiritual reserves in his body, ye chen began to focus on 

fighting the enemy before him. 

"Diwu Lingyun, your only way out is to kneel before me!" 

"Hahaha, arrogant child, in front of this Lord, your body is my best vessel!" 

"Oh, really? Be careful, you won't be able to eat it!" 

Ye Chen's eyes widened. Suddenly, waves of netherworld energy rushed out. 

The god of the underworld's shadow appeared behind him and locked onto the fifth spiritual 

accumulation. 

"Nether Shen power? very good!" 

The fact that the fifth spiritual accumulation knew about the netherworld energy made ye chen realize 

that perhaps the netherworld God had been here before. 

"You know the god of the underworld?" Ye chen retorted. 

"Hahaha, the god of the underworld is indeed powerful. We tried to erode his mind, but he used us 

instead. He absorbed our spiritual energy. Unfortunately, even he can't control us!" 

"Is that so? if the god of the underworld can't do it, then let me do it!" 

"You're boasting!" 

The fifth spiritual energy core glowed with a golden light, and all the hidden power in the surrounding 

space gathered toward his body. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

For a moment, countless Thunderbolts transformed into all kinds of divine weapons that locked onto ye 

chen at the same time. 

"Very good, come on!" 



In the face of this lightning attack that was no less powerful than the power of the heavenly Tribulation, 

ye Chen's ancient God Power erupted from his body. The black-gold glazed body released a black-gold 

light and took the Thunder killing array head-on. Countless Thunderbolts struck ye Chen's body like 

raindrops, but he was not afraid at all. It was as if he was deliberately using these forces to wash his 

body. 

"Hahaha!" 

His maniacal laughter resounded throughout the world. Even the fifth spiritual accumulation was greatly 

shocked by ye Chen's maniacal attitude. 

"There's actually such a talent in this world. Very good, he's the best vessel for me!" 

His goal had not changed. It was to devour the embryo in front of him and make him his host body. 

"Five spirits gather!" 

Suddenly, the fifth spiritual accumulation released its strongest mental cultivation method. The four 

great spiritual accumulations in ye Chen's body were summoned at the same time and waves of energy 

rushed out to the outside world. 

"What?" 

Ye chen was shocked. He did not expect the fifth spiritual accumulation to not only be able to fight by 

itself but also summon the other four great spiritual accumulations. He felt that the power of the four 

great spiritual accumulations was completely restricted by the fifth spiritual accumulation. The 

primordial spirit of the four great spiritual accumulations in his consciousness realm had begun to 

slacken and was forcibly breaking through to the outside world. 

This kind of breakthrough was carried out by the power of spacetime. Soon, the power of the four great 

spiritual accumulations was forcibly pulled out of ye Chen's body by the fifth spiritual accumulation. 

 "Ah!" 

The four great spiritual accumulations cried out in pain as they were forcefully pulled out by the fifth 

spiritual accumulation through a secret technique. They were also very shocked as they had never 

encountered such a situation before. 

"The fifth spiritual accumulation, what is going on?" The four spiritual reserves questioned him. 

"Hahaha, all you know is that spiritual energy devours a cultivator's body and mind, turning them into 

hosts and slaves. But what you don't know is that spiritual energy devours each other as well. Now, the 

four of you are going to become my food. Let us be one and strive for spiritual energy!" 

"W-what did you just say?" 

Hearing this, the four great spiritual accumulations were stunned. They had never heard of such a thing 

before. Otherwise, the four great spiritual accumulations would not be so harmonious! 

"Ah!" 



With a loud shout, the fifth spiritual accumulation released its secret technique and started to restrict 

the movements of the four spiritual accumulations! 

Chapter 2154 Blood Dragon Battlefield! 

Under the influence of the secret technique, the four great spiritual accumulations felt that their powers 

were greatly restricted. They could not describe this restriction. It was as if a chain had appeared in the 

depths of their souls, and this chain made them unable to move. 

As the chain continued to work, the four spiritual accumulations felt their primordial spirits being 

devoured by the fifth spiritual accumulation. 

"Hahaha!" 

At this moment, the fifth spiritual accumulation was laughing madly. His own power was rising 

continuously. After absorbing the power of the other four spiritual accumulations, he had already been 

reborn. 

"The fifth spiritual accumulation!" 

Ye Chen's eyes were sharp as he looked at the fifth spiritual accumulation. He had not expected such a 

shocking change. 

"Ye chen, you brat, I'll make sure you die Here today!" 

The fifth spiritual accumulation was already a super powerful existence at this point. Ye Chen's entire 

body emitted the light of spiritual accumulation and he could feel the energy in his meridians gradually 

rushing toward the fifth spiritual accumulation. 

"Kill!" 

Ye chen knew that he could not sit still and wait for death. He flew out and headed straight for the fifth 

spiritual accumulation. 

At this moment, countless spiritual warriors had appeared around Diwu Lingyun. 

"Kill!" 

The spiritual warriors evolved rapidly, and in the blink of an eye, there were millions of them. "Ye chen, 

I'll show you my spiritual warrior power!" Diwu Lingyun sneered. 

Countless spiritual warriors were like an Army of ants. They were extremely powerful and unparalleled! 

"Slash!" 

Ye chen held the celestial Thearch sword and slashed forward. Suddenly, a vast sword light shot toward 

the spiritual accumulation warrior formation. 

The sword light was extremely powerful, but when the energy came into contact with the spiritual 

accumulation Warriors, it was absorbed by them. These spiritual accumulation Warriors actually had 

some of the characteristics of the fifth spiritual accumulation, so absorbing the energy was not a 

problem. 
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"What?" 

Ye Chen's heart trembled. In this case, he was in big trouble. 

"Hahaha, your power is my source. Ye chen, you're dead. Become my slave!" 

"Don't even think about it!" 

What kind of person was ye chen? how could he become someone else's puppet? he wanted to do the 

opposite. Not only would he not become the fifth spiritual accumulation's puppet, but he would also 

become the owner of the fifth spiritual accumulation. 

"Go!" 

After a series of punches, ye chen flew out and used his body-tempering divine ability to attack these 

spiritual warriors. Without the form of psionic energy, spiritual warriors could not absorb the power of 

body-tempering. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The spiritual warriors exploded and died one after another. Ye chen then released the heavenly snake 

and struck it furiously, continuously absorbing the spiritual energy before him. 

After the spiritual accumulation entered his meridians, ye chen released the nether energy to isolate 

himself from the outside world. This way, the spiritual accumulation absorbed into his body would not 

be affected by the fifth spiritual accumulation. Instead, it would be of help to ye chen. 

"Kill!" 

Ye chen threw out the celestial Thearch sword. The blade spun between heaven and earth, constantly 

releasing netherworld energy. This way, the fifth spirit accumulation entered the formation ye chen had 

designed. 

"You want to trap me? how naive!" 

After absorbing the power of the four spiritual reserves, the fifth spiritual reserve was already at the 

peak of the true immortal realm. At the same time, he raised his cup and clearly became stronger. 

"Spiritual accumulation!" 

The fifth spiritual accumulation released the spiritual energy in his body and formed a divine weapon in 

front of him, the bi 'an celestial Thearch sword! 

"What's this?" 

Ye chen looked ahead and realized that the other party's celestial Thearch sword was exactly the same 

as his. Moreover, the power flowing in it seemed to be the same. Such a phenomenon made ye chen 

deeply shocked. 

At this moment, the other party had released the celestial Emperor sword and was constantly entangled 

in a battle with ye Chen's Celestial Emperor sword in midair. 

After that, the fifth spiritual accumulation locked onto ye chen. 



"Ye chen, you can't escape from my control!" 

Following that, the fifth spiritual accumulation charged directly at ye chen. It wanted to break through 

the restraints of ye Chen's netherworld energy and use the law of spiritual accumulation to interfere 

with ye Chen's mind and devour him. 

"Ah!" 

Ye chen activated the Demon's Eye. Instantly, the surrounding space fell into the netherworld God 

Space. 

In the underworld space, Di Wu Lingyun's every move was under ye Chen's control. However, there 

seemed to be nothing strange about his movements. In the underworld space, he was not restricted in 

any way. 

"Netherworld God Power!" 

Ye Chen's entire body was covered in nether energy. He was not afraid of the fifth spiritual accumulation 

and the two of them faced each other. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

In the first round, both sides had used the same fist-type divine ability. This made ye chen even more 

certain that the Amitabha had the ability to imitate a machine gun. As long as his divine ability came into 

contact with the Amitabha once, he would immediately learn these divine abilities and secret 

techniques. Such an amazing characteristic was truly amazing. 

The two of them used the same secret technique and fought for a long time, but they couldn't get a 

result. 

However, as spiritual accumulation became more familiar with ye Chen's Secret technique, the 

advantage of spiritual accumulation's Foundation began to show. 

After all, the spiritual accumulation was a divine object that absorbed the essence of heaven and earth. 

After cultivating here for tens of thousands of years, his cultivation base was heaven-defying and his 

psyche was even more powerful. Even abstruse Immortals were no match for such a super powerhouse, 

let alone ye chen, who was only a peak itinerant immortal. 

Although it had been a tough battle, ye chen understood that with such spiritual accumulation, his own 

strength would definitely achieve Ascension. In order to deal with the people of the magic martial arts 

world, this kind of Ascension was necessary. 

"Diwu Lingyun, I will allow you to fight!" 

Suddenly, ye chen no longer hesitated. He no longer dodged and directly faced the fifth spiritual 

accumulation. 

At this moment, ye chen did not have any protection from the barrier and was walking toward the fifth 

spiritual accumulation like an ordinary person. 

The fifth spiritual accumulation looked at ye chen in such a state and was surprised. 



"What is this kid trying to do? isn't he giving up his cultivation to me in such a state?" 

Although he was suspicious, Diwu Lingyun had no reason to be afraid. He stood in place and waited for 

ye Chen's attack. 

,m Ye chen did not attack and just walked over. Diwu Lingyun was furious. 

"Damn it!" 

Diwu Lingyun moved as fast as lightning and grabbed ye Chen's shoulders with both hands. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Instantly, the power of ambiance began to take effect. Waves of ambiance entered ye Chen's meridians 

and continuously absorbed ye Chen's energy. 

At this moment, ye Chen's mind was clear. His merit was fulfilled and the Golden Lotus was born! 

The primordial Golden Lotus bloomed continuously around ye chen. Then, ye chen used himself as a 

furnace and built a blood-colored battlefield. 

"What?" 

By the time Diwu Lingyun realized the problem, he had already fallen into ye Chen's furnace and could 

not extricate himself. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Time and space shifted. The fifth spiritual accumulation and ye chen appeared at the same time in this 

blood-colored furnace that was built with ye Chen's body. This was ye Chen's Blood Dragon battlefield, a 

world of pure qi and blood that was formed by his body-tempering godly power. 

In the blood Dragon battlefield, ye chen would not use any other energy except his own vitality. 

"Fifth spiritual accumulation, let me see how powerful your body is." 

"Ye chen, how dare you plot against me? I'll kill you!" 

"Hahaha, let me see what you're capable of!" 

Chapter 2155 Buddha's Secret Technique! 

In the blood Dragon battlefield, ye chen was like a ghost that had descended. His entire body was 

bleeding. 

This blood was the ancient God's blood, which completely blocked the penetration of the fifth spiritual 

power. 

"Kill!" 

Ye chen threw out a punch and the shadow of an ancient giant appeared behind him. His punch was as 

heavy as Mount Tai and it headed straight for the fifth spiritual accumulation. 

"Hateful!" 
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The fifth spiritual accumulation knew that he had been tricked. This time, due to his carelessness, he had 

fallen into the blood Dragon battlefield that ye chen had built. In this place, ye chen was not the only 

one who used the power of vitality and the body-tempering godly might. Even the fifth spiritual 

accumulation did the same. 

In this battlefield, all energy and abilities were restricted by nether God Power. This was a battlefield of 

double laws between ancient God Power and nether God Power! 

This was ye Chen's first time using the fusion of ancient divine power and netherworld divine power. The 

laws of the battlefield were extremely complicated but the attack method was extremely simple. It was 

the purest form of body-tempering power. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

The fist lights of both sides collided with each other on the ground, constantly blasting sparks in all 

directions. The strength of both sides was unprecedented. 

This was ye Chen's first time witnessing such a violent body-tempering power, which further stimulated 

the ancient God's blood in ye Chen's body. 

"Ah!" 

With a furious roar, ye Chen's entire body bloomed with the ancient God's light. His blood, under the 

blessing of the ancient God's law, began to boil. 

"Ancient God's angry dragon Tooth fist!" 

"Roar!" 

A Dragon's Roar shook the heavens as ye chen threw a punch. Blood splattered across the sky and 

turned into the shadow of a Dragon's Tooth that attacked the fifth spiritual accumulation. 

"Hahaha, ye chen, do you really think you can defeat me like this?" 

At the same time, Diwu Lingyun laughed and his body also emitted a bright light similar to ye chen 'S. He 

even conjured the shadow of a Dragon Tooth. This state was similar to his previous attack. 

"Ancient God's angry dragon Tooth fist!" 

The same divine power and the same shocking power of blood and Qi exploded in the sky, shaking the 

entire battlefield. If it wasn't for the double law restrictions of the ancient God and underworld God, it 

would have collapsed long ago. 

Ye chen knew that his time was limited because the backlash from the blood Dragon battlefield was 

extremely great. If he could not get rid of the fifth spiritual accumulation within an hour, he would suffer 

the double backlash from the ancient God and the underworld God. The consequences would be 

unimaginable. 

"Fifth spiritual accumulation, you are indeed very strong. However, in my eyes, you can only submit!" 

Suddenly, ye chen understood his nature and his whole body fell into an indescribable state of 

relaxation. In this state, the qi and blood in his body became quiet. The previously boiling fighting spirit 



had now been suppressed by ye chen. Everything became so gentle that even ye chen himself was 

surprised. 

This was the first time he had entered such a state. It was the state of mind of a Buddha! 

"Damn it!" 

For some reason, when the fifth spiritual accumulation saw ye chen enter this state, it seemed to be 

very frightened and took the initiative to attack. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

One punch after another landed on ye Chen's body. However, upon closer inspection, ye Chen's entire 

body was covered in the heavenly serpent's roar celestial martial form! 

With the Black Tortoise covering his body, the fifth spiritual accumulation's powerful hammer strike 

could only hit the Black Tortoise without any effect. 

Just as ye chen had entered this state of mind, the fifth spiritual accumulation's own power seemed to 

be constantly flowing away. It was even somewhat uncontrollable. 

"Just as I expected, the fifth spiritual accumulation has established a resonance with me in some way. 

This resonance allows him to use my super power. Even if I use pure blood Qi, he can still imitate it at 

will. Now that I have entered this special state, it is not something that the fifth spiritual accumulation 

can imitate." 

The state that ye chen had entered at the moment was a harvest he had obtained from comprehending 

the Buddha's mantra when he was a heavenly Emperor. He had not thought much of it at the time, but 

now it was of great use! 

The more ye chen entered this state, the weaker the fifth spiritual accumulation's power became. 

Moreover, due to the existence of the invisible resonance between the two, the fifth spiritual 

accumulation could no longer escape from ye Chen's counter-control. 

"Secret technique recovery!" 

Diwu Lingyun understood that if he continued to resonate with ye chen, he would be digging his own 

grave. He could only withdraw the resonance secret technique and try again. 

But at this moment, the fifth spiritual accumulation suddenly felt its body freeze. When it reacted, its 

body was already covered in a layer of Black Gold glass. This Black Gold glass seemed to have a life of its 

own as it continued to spread out and quickly wrapped the fifth spiritual accumulation within. 

"No!" 

The fifth spiritual accumulation shouted, but it was useless. His body and power were already sealed by 

the black gold glass. 

"The law of devouring!" 

After that, ye chen released the darkness Origin's super-strong law of devouring. Suddenly, waves of 

devouring power began to erode the fifth spiritual accumulation's defense. 



In the beginning, the fifth spiritual accumulation wanted to resist, but in the blood Dragon battlefield, ye 

chenfeng madly used his ancient God Power and underworld God Power to enhance it. The power of the 

darkness pool increased by a hundred times and instantly suppressed the fifth spiritual accumulation, 

making it unable to exert its power! 

"The fifth spiritual accumulation, I have said that even you have to submit!" 

Ye chen released the celestial Emperor's shadow and controlled the celestial demon power, instantly 

locking onto the fifth spiritual accumulation core. 

"This time, I really have to thank you for absorbing the four great spiritual reserves for me, which saved 

me a lot of effort!" 

"You, you bastard!" 

The fifth spiritual accumulation made a final counterattack. It released the power of the five great 

spiritual accumulations in an attempt to counter-attack ye chen. 

However, within the black-gold glazed tile, the five great spiritual powers were greatly limited and could 

not exert the energy they should have. In the end, they could only be devoured and absorbed by the 

darkness pool. 

"Ah!" 

After absorbing the fifth spiritual accumulation, ye chen felt as if his body had entered a refining furnace 

and was burning wildly. 

"This!" 

When he felt the double destructive flames burning his spirit and body, he knew that this was the 

strongest core of the fifth spiritual accumulation. 

"Ancient God mental cultivation method: the secret technique of the Kasaya Buddha!" 

Ye chen released his ancient divine power and the celestial Thearch's memories, releasing the Buddha's 

Secret technique he had learned tens of thousands of years ago. 

Suddenly, the Buddha's apparition appeared behind ye chen. He flicked a flower in his hand and threw it 

forward. Instantly, the power of great mercy covered the entire black-gold glazed tile and instantly 

suppressed the final ferocity of the fifth spiritual accumulation, turning it into a part of ye Chen's power 

and fusing into the darkness pool. 

"Ah!" 

After refining this core power, the meridians in ye Chen's body were instantly unimpeded. The fusion of 

power in his meridians increased the speed of circulation more than a hundred times. His Foundation 

had soared instantly! 

"Boom boom boom!" 

With a deafening sound, ye chen broke through the blood Dragon battlefield and returned to his original 

form. 



"Hahaha, the power of spiritual accumulation is indeed extraordinary!" 

Ye Chen's eyes released the true Samadhi fire. He was within the flames but the true fire did not touch 

his body. This was the training of the diamond body! 

"Let's go!" 

Ye chen was still not satisfied with absorbing the power of the fifth level. He wanted to go deeper and 

see the ultimate secret of the spirit accumulation Valley! 

Chapter 2156 Spiritual Spider Web Formation! 

After breaking through the barrier of the fifth spiritual accumulation, ye chen entered the middle level 

of the spirit accumulation Valley. Here, the power of the spiritual accumulation was even stronger. All 

kinds of energy fluctuations contained a powerful ferocity and began to actively attack ye chen. 

The spiritual energy in the space rose and fell like waves in the ocean, constantly attacking the mind of 

the person inside. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

At this moment, the spiritual accumulation that ye chen had absorbed had begun to impact his 

meridians continuously, causing the various energies contained in them to begin to stir restlessly. This 

kind of agitation was very difficult to suppress because this was a characteristic of energy itself. 

The spiritual accumulation made these powers stronger and stronger, and they began to release out of 

ye Chen's control into the outside world. 

The power of lightning caused the surrounding space to become extremely unstable. This power of 

lightning came from the nine rays of Thunder God. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

In fact, ye Chen's entire body was emitting the Thunder God's shadow, making his body look extremely 

majestic. 

The release of the powerful energy triggered the agitation of the spiritual accumulation. Spiritual 

accumulation and psionic energy were born from the same body. After cultivating here for a long time, 

they had finally seen a host body with such amazing talent like ye chen. How could they give up? 

"Breaking through the fifth barrier, this person is the strongest person in the past hundred years!" 

"Not bad, to be able to reach our level, he's not bad!" 

"Hahaha!" 

The shrill sounds of the spiritual accumulations could be heard in the space. Following that, a few 

spiritual accumulations started to show themselves. 

These spiritual accumulations were all at the middle level and were much stronger than the previous 

ones. They were even more greedy for psionic power. The moment they sensed ye chen, they 

immediately could not stop and wanted to devour him completely. 
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"The sixth level of spiritual accumulation is no longer a one-on-one battle!" 

Ye chen instantly sensed the existence of at least three spiritual accumulations in this space. These 

spiritual accumulations were closely connected to each other and locked onto his every move. 

With his previous battle experience, ye chen did not directly release the power of Thunder to attack 

because he knew that this would only overjoyed the spiritual reserves. They were existences that 

devoured energy. 

"Brothers, let's devour this man and become the strongest existence in the spirit reservoir Valley!" 

"Not bad, not bad!" 

The three spiritual accumulations in the space began to aim at ye chen. Rays of spirit light were 

released, forming chain-like things that shuttled around ye chen as if weaving a prison. 

Ye chen could feel that the flow of these spiritual accumulations was completely different from the first 

five levels. He even felt that there might be a Paragon behind these spiritual accumulations. 

With his spirit eye, ye chen could see the chains of spirit light in the surrounding space. They had already 

been woven into a simple formation. 

Although the formation was simple, the weaving method was very exquisite. It used the least amount of 

psionic energy released and actually created the most efficient formation. This was something ye chen 

had never seen before. 

After obtaining the eight-gate divine disc, ye Chen's research on formations had reached an extremely 

high level. There were thousands of formations in his mind. The formation in front of ye chen could not 

help but surprise him. He subconsciously developed a new formation based on the formation in front of 

him in the ancient God Space. 

"Are you still not going to submit to me?" 

Ye chen shouted coldly. 

"Ah? Hahaha!" 

A mocking voice came from the space as if ye Chen's words were the most laughable thing they had ever 

heard. 

"Did you guys hear that? this person wants us to submit!" 

"What an idiot! You've already fallen into our trap, yet you still want us to submit to you!" 

"I'm afraid there's something wrong with this person's head!" 

Just as the spiritual essence was mocking him, the spirit light chain began to shrink. At the center of the 

spirit light chain was ye chen. 

"Spider web?" 



At this moment, ye chen had an idea. Upon closer inspection, he realized that the formation that sealed 

his movements was like a simple spider web. It used the least amount of materials to create the most 

enclosed formation. 

"Swish!" 

The celestial Thearch sword appeared in ye Chen's hand and he looked coldly at the spider-web 

formation around him. 

"Hmph, you want to seal my movements with such a formation? how naive!" 

He saw through the core of the formation with a single glance. The celestial Thearch sword moved, and 

the sword light flickered as it hit the target. 

"Whoosh!" 

As the sword Qi shot out, the cobweb-like spiritual light around them trembled continuously. Then, 

several spiritual lights automatically shot out from the core of the formation and locked onto ye Chen's 

celestial Thearch sword Qi. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The three spiritual lights locked onto the sword Qi in front of them in the most stable way, and then 

began to absorb the sword energy crazily. 

Such a phenomenon made ye chen realize that although the formation looked simple, it contained many 

changes that could not be seen on the surface. 

As the three entangled spirit lights locked onto ye Chen's sword Chi, the sword Chi was quickly devoured 

by the spirit lights. 

"Hahaha!" 

Mocking laughter came from the space again. Ye chen did not show any fear in the face of this laughter. 

He secretly sensed the mysteries of the surrounding formation. 

While ye chen was fighting against the sixth level of the spiritual accumulation, a spatial enchantment 

opened up in the sky and the massive demonic warship charged out. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The Grand demonic battleship was like a blanket that covered the sky, causing the entire Yellow Springs 

battle Manor to be covered in dark clouds. 

"What's that?“ 

"It's a demon battleship!" 

The cultivators on sentry duty saw the huge battleship. It was much larger than the demonic battleship 

that had attacked Zhan Manor previously. It was clear that the scale of this invasion was definitely not 

comparable to the previous one. 

"Report to the forefather immediately!" 



"Yes!" 

Many Warriors ran back to report the invasion of the demonic warships. 

The vast demonic energy invaded the earth. In the blink of an eye, the demonic energy in the 

surrounding space had already swarmed over. Many of the Masters who were flying felt a shadow 

gradually covering their path. 

"Ah?" 

They unconsciously looked up at the sky, revealing a look of horror. 

"Giggle!" 

In the sky, a demonic shadow with demonic flames all over its body stretched out a huge demonic claw 

and grabbed at them. Then, their bodies were involuntarily controlled by the demonic claw and pulled 

into the sky. 

Crack, crack, crack! 

Then, an even more terrifying scene occurred. The captured cultivators became The Phantom giant's 

food. Their bodies were torn apart and blood rained down! 

Such a brutal attitude caused the people of the yellow spring Battle Manor below to fall into extreme 

panic. 

"Hahaha!" 

A wild laughter came from the devil Ship. The Grand Power shook the surroundings and instantly 

destroyed many of the yellow Springs battle Manor's sentries. 

"Retreat, retreat!" 

The cultivators in the outpost frantically began to run for their lives, but before the demon Claw, who 

could escape? 

"Die!" 

The flaming demonic figure instantly shot out countless pillars of fire towards the ground a thousand 

miles below. Each pillar of fire had the power to devour the heavens and earth. In an instant, the 

mountain above the yellow Springs battle Manor was turned into a sea of fire! 

Such a powerful force naturally alarmed old ancestor yellow spring. 

The old ancestor led the experts of the battle Manor and appeared one after another. 

"Ye chen, where are you?" 

On the demonic battleship, a demonic sound came, shocking everyone! 

Chapter 2157 2162-Giving Them A Taste Of Their Own Medicine! 

"Who are you? How dare you act so atrociously in my Yellow Springs battle Manor!" 
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Old ancestor yellow spring flew up and stood on the peak of the mountain. He looked at the demonic 

warship in the sky and shouted. 

"Hahaha!" 

On the demonic warship, a person walked out. He was ten meters tall, had a green face and fangs, and 

blood-red skin that seemed to be oozing with blood. Waves of dense demonic energy were 

automatically emitted, like a furnace between the heaven and earth, extremely hot! 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The ground below couldn't bear such power and exploded! 

The forefather's brows furrowed, and he struck out with his palm. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The powerful palm print rushed toward the demon dweller, but the demon dweller's eyes opened wide, 

and the patriarch's palm print exploded in the sky. 

"What?" 

The patriarch's heart trembled. This person's cultivation level was far above his, and it was very likely 

that he was an existence beyond the true immortal realm. In the netherworld, this was already an 

unimaginable expert. 

Ye Wushuang raised his sword-like eyebrows and flew up. 

"Kill!" 

Celestial Thearch sword, unparalleled slash! 

The majestic sword power, carrying the might of the celestial Emperor, instantly swept through the 

entire space. The blood-colored demonic energy in the surrounding space was shattered. Ye Wushuang 

held his sword and rushed forward again. Above the ninth heaven, the devil's eyes were slightly cold. 

"Ha, you're quite capable, kid, but you're still an ant in front of me!" 

The demonic man's hair suddenly stood up. Then, like rolling waves, countless demonic flames were 

emitted from his head and attacked ye Wushuang. 

He had never seen such a skill before, and its power was unimaginable. 

"Ah!" 

Ye Wushuang protected his body with sword Qi and retreated. 

However, Mo Yan didn't seem to have any intention of letting him go. He continued to press on, and his 

speed was even faster than before. This kind of power had already exceeded everyone's imagination, 

causing the experts of the battle Manor below to reveal shocked expressions. 

"Forefather, this demon dweller's strength is even more powerful than Chi Fang 's. Without ye-qianbei 

here, what should we do?" 



"That's right, forefather. This person is too powerful. Even ye Wushuang is not his opponent!" 

Very quickly, the experts of the battle Manor showed signs of retreating. This was also something the 

old ancestor had expected. After all, these so-called experts were all rogue cultivators. They didn't have 

any proper cultivation methods, and their martial wills were very loose. Wanting them to stand united 

against an external force with unswerving determination was as difficult as ascending to the heavens. 

If it were not for ye Chen's powerful might, which made these people think that they had found a 

backer, many powerhouses would not have stayed here at all. 

"Don't panic. Fellow Daoist ye is still cultivating in the back mountain. As long as he comes out of 

seclusion, these people will be nothing but trash!" 

"Old ancestor, don't be too arrogant. This demon dweller's strength is likely to be above senior ye 's, 

what should we do?" 

"Bastard! You're boosting other people's morale while diminishing your own prestige. You deserve to 

die!" 

At such a time of unity, there was actually an expert who wanted to split their determination. The old 

ancestor would naturally not forgive him and kill the chicken to warn the monkeys! 

"BOOM!" 

The palm print shot out and instantly locked onto the man's chest. The expert was unable to resist and 

was sent flying 30 meters away in pain. 

"If there are any more people who want to retreat, it's like this person!" 

"Yes!" 

No one dared to go against the old ancestor, and they all revealed a stance of facing an enemy. 

At this moment, in the sky, ye Wushuang released the ultimate Celestial Emperor sword power, but he 

could only tie with these demonic flames. The demon dweller in front of him was really powerful. 

"Hahaha, I'm chi mo Luo, the proudest demon general of the red demon clan. Hand over ye chen now or 

we'll all die!" 

A majestic voice shook the experts below. 

When they heard this person's name, everyone looked at each other. Naturally, they did not know much 

about the people from the magic martial arts world. However, this person's aura was so strong that he 

was naturally a stronger existence than Chi Fang. This time, he had come to find ye chen to seek 

revenge! 

…… 

In the sixth layer of the rift, ye chen was still entangled with the spider web formation. 

At this moment, as ye chen released several sword auras, the spider web formation had changed. 

Dozens of spirit lights were released from the core of the formation. These spirit lights could not only 



entangle and seal sword auras, but they could also enter the formation on their own and become a part 

of it. This ability surprised ye chen. 

Lingyun's spirituality was too strong. He had already infected all the energy around him, causing their 

forms to change. This was the case for the spiritual light. 

"Ye chen, becoming our host body is the most glorious way for you to die. What do you think?" 

The three human figures formed by the spiritual accumulation shouted at ye chen. 

"Puny spiritual being, you dare to negotiate with me? You're not worthy!" 

In the face of such a powerful spiritual accumulation, ye Chen's might did not diminish. The overbearing 

posture of a Celestial Emperor leaped out. 

In an instant, the entire earth trembled. Waves of netherworld energy erupted from ye Chen's body, 

instantly cutting off the spiritual link in the entire space! 

"Kill!" 

Finding an opportunity, ye chen slashed with his sword and directly locked onto the core of the spider 

web formation. 

"Not good, he's trying to attack the core! Stop him!" 

"Kill!" 

The spirit bringer flew out and released its supernatural power, locking onto ye chen. 

"Six spirit finger!" 

The two Ling Yun emissaries who had stopped ye chen each released three rays of spirit finger light, 

combining into six rays of spirit light that headed straight for ye chen. 

"Slash!" 

Ye chen waved the celestial Thearch sword in his hand and cut the spirit light mercilessly. However, after 

the spirit light was cut, it did not shatter. After bouncing off, it quickly returned and continued to lock 

onto ye chen. This way of action made ye chen realize that these spirit lights were the derivative of 

Amitabha. The control of spirituality was exquisite beyond compare. 

"Ha! If that's the case, then let me try it out. Spiritual accumulation versus spiritual accumulation!" 

With a sneer, the five streams of spiritual energy in ye Chen's body burst out at the same time, turning 

into five streams of sword Qi and rushing out. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The sword Qi shot out in all directions and locked onto the six spiritual lights at the same time. The two 

sides engaged in a tug-of-war in the sky. 



These sword Qis were also formed from the power of Amitabha and completely obeyed the command 

of ye Chen's spiritual will. With a shift of spiritual will, the sword technique changed. It was agile and 

extraordinary. 

"Kill him!" 

The spiritual bringer gave the order, and the six spiritual lights started to attack. 

Ye chen sneered and remained silent. With a thought, the five rays of sword Qi formed a sword 

formation and allowed the six rays of spirit light to enter it. The cycle repeated and could not be 

removed. 

Such an ingenious response made the spirit Brushmen look surprised. As spirit Brushmen, they could 

naturally sense that ye Chen's sword Qi was formed from spirit brushwood. In fact, its power was even 

greater than their spirit lights. After all, these five rays of sword Qi had formed a sword formation while 

the six spirit lights were just killing the enemy by instinct. 

"Is this all you've got?" 

Ye chen sneered at the three spirit accumulation envoys. The three's faces twisted in anger. How could a 

mere itinerant immortal be so arrogant in their territory? where was their dignity? 

"Ye chen, I'll let you die Here today. We'll eat your body and rebuild a human body. Once we leave this 

place, we'll kill you in the cruelest way possible!" 

"Oh? Hahaha, should I put on a scared look and cooperate with you guys?" 

"Damn it!" 

Chapter 2158 Scarlet Demonic Sky! 

The three spiritual aura messengers attacked again in anger. They triggered the powerful spiritual aura 

hidden in the surrounding space in an attempt to break through the defense. 

However, ye Chen's body also contained the power of the five spirits, which had a natural resistance to 

the absorption of spiritual energy. It was difficult to reverse the energy in ye Chen's body by force. 

"Those who Harbor evil intentions, I'll make you all kneel down today!" 

Ye Chen's cold eyes locked onto the spiritual envoy in front of him. The spiritual energy in his body 

turned into sword Qi and automatically floated around him. Following ye Chen's instructions, the sword 

Qi began to arrange behind him and finally evolved into a huge sword wheel. Each sword Qi was placed 

in a specific position on the sword wheel. It looked ordinary but in reality, it had already evolved into a 

super powerful sword array. 

"Kill!" 

With the order to kill, the sword wheel unleashed its might and charged straight at the Ling Yun envoy. 

"Kill!" 
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Under ye Chen's suppression, the spirit bringer's heart was in chaos. He was furious and summoned his 

strongest power to charge at ye chen. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

As the sword wheel neared the envoys of spiritual accumulation, the sword Qi suddenly left the sword 

wheel. Only the power of the sword wheel and the envoys of spiritual accumulation clashed, while the 

sword Qi flew up to the nine Heavens and then spun down. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

As the sword Qi attacked, even the spirit accumulation envoy was injured by the sword Qi and was 

forced back a thousand feet. 

"You!" 

The spirit accumulation envoys gritted their teeth and hated ye chen. 

Then, the wound started to transform. Waves of black and gold glass burst out from the wound and 

quickly spread throughout the body of the spiritual aura emissary. 

"What is this?" 

The black-gold glass quickly took over their bodies and sealed their spiritual energy while they were still 

in shock. 

"Collect!" 

The black-gold glass obeyed ye Chen's command and began to recover the power of Amitabha. With the 

support of Amitabha, ye Chen's ancient divine power was even more powerful. After absorbing all the 

Amitabha power, the Amitabha envoys before him were all reduced to ashes! 

Right at this moment, outside the yellow Springs battle Palace, a great battle Force was transmitted into 

the spirit accumulation Valley. 

"What?" 

Ye chen looked up at the sky. Above the nine Heavens, waves of energy fluctuations were displayed 

before his eyes. Such power made ye chen immediately realize who his opponent was. 

"Mana!" 

Ye chen was naturally familiar with the power of the magic martial arts world. He knew that something 

had happened in the outside world. 

"Hahaha, ye chen, the yellow Springs battle Manor has been invaded by the magic martial world. You 

can't split yourself up now." 

Suddenly, a spiritual sound came from the space. 

"Ha, you know about the existence of the magic martial arts realm. It seems that your knowledge is far 

beyond my imagination." 



"There are nine layers of spiritual accumulation, and each layer is an existence that you can't look down 

on. The secret of the spirit accumulation Valley is not something that you can explore." 

 "Hmph, I'll break through the ninth level and find out the truth!" 

"Let's talk about it after we have the ability to get out of here alive," 

With the destruction of the spiritual bringer, the sixth spiritual accumulation had personally taken 

action. The might of his vast spiritual accumulation had completely sealed off all the passages in front of 

him. He wanted to end ye chen personally. 

"You deserve to die for blocking this Emperor's advance!" 

Ye chen was worried about the great ancestor and Wushuang. Naturally, he did not want to be delayed. 

The black gold glazed body burst forth. 

"Two-star ancient God bi an Black Gold glass sky!" 

"Ah!" 

With a loud roar, ye chen released the fundamental power of the source of darkness. The surrounding 

space was completely trapped in the black-gold glazed sky domain. The sixth spiritual accumulation's 

restriction on ye chen was completely removed. Instead, the sixth spiritual accumulation was affected 

by the black-gold glazed sky and suffered a backlash. 

"Celestial Thearch sword astral sword, human sword revolution!" 

Ye chen flicked his sword and his figure soared up to the nine Heavens. 

"Ye chen!" 

The sixth spiritual essence was furious. As long as it devoured ye Chen's mind, it could rely on ye Chen's 

body to achieve Supreme achievements. Now that it saw its prey run away, one could imagine how it 

felt. 

He was trapped in this place and had cultivated for tens of thousands of years, but he was still unable to 

get out! 

After leaving the spirit reservoir Valley, ye chen could see the situation of the yellow spring Battle Manor 

with a glance. 

In front of the Zhan residence's Mountain Gate, Chi Moluo's arrogance and violence had already 

intimidated everyone. 

At this moment, he was going to kill everyone to show the power of the red fiend. 

"This Lord will take back the dignity that this bastard Chi Fang lost!" 

Chi Moluo's eyes were bloodshot. Above his head, waves of red demonic energy shot up into the sky, 

forming a vast and boundless red demonic sky. 

Within the Scarlet demonic sky was Chi Moluo's domain. Within this domain, he was the master and 

everything. 



"You can only die in the Scarlet demonic sky. This is your fate!" 

Facing the people of the yellow spring Battle Manor, Chi Moluo gave the order of death. Above the 

Scarlet demonic sky, countless clouds of demonic energy surged, transforming into all kinds of demonic 

creatures, demonic Qi, and demonic weapons. All of them attacked the yellow spring Battle Manor's 

Army below. 

"Ah?" 

When the experts of the battle Manor saw this scene, their faces were filled with fear. The Scarlet 

demonic pressure was too strong, and it was not something their martial wills could resist. Before the 

killing blow was unleashed, their spirits had already been destroyed by this pressure, and they had 

become slaves to fear! 

"No, we don't want to die!" 

"Lord Scarlet demon, please spare my life!" 

"Spare me, spare me!" 

Many of the yellow spring Battle Manor's experts had already lost their dignity. They began to beg for 

mercy, hoping to become Chi mo Luo's slaves. 

"Hahaha!" 

This was naturally what Chi Moluo wanted to see. He wanted all these so-called experts to become 

slaves and prostrate at his feet. This way, he would be the only master. This was what he wanted to do 

the most as the vanguard of the red fiend lineage. He would wash away the humiliation of Chi Fang's 

destruction today! 

"Since that's the case, I'll give you a chance!" 

"Many thanks, Lord Chi Moluo!" 

Many experts who had lost their will to fight knelt down at the feet of Chi Moluo and prayed 

continuously, hoping that they would be able to keep their lives. 

Old ancestor yellow spring was furious. 

He shouted at the people who were kneeling,""Trash like you actually kneeled before this devil. Do you 

think you can survive like this? you're just his slaves, trash that can be killed at any time. Don't you 

understand?" 

"Old ancestor yellow spring, we don't have your backbone. If you want to die, don't drag us down with 

you!" 

"That's right. We're just the cultivators who live in yellow spring sect. What does it have to do with us if 

you people want to be exterminated?" 

Many of the kneeling people retorted old ancestor yellow spring. 



This scene caused many of the experts with a backbone to shake their heads. They had never thought 

that such a brutal place like the yellow Springs battle Manor would actually have so many soft-boned 

people. It was truly sad. 

Chi Moluo laughed as he looked down at the people below, his face filled with pride. 

"Aren't you going to kneel?" He shouted to old ancestor yellow spring and the other experts. 

"Chi Moluo, don't think that we're all weaklings. We won't yield no matter what. Once the celestial 

Thearch descends, all of you will die!" 

"Heavenly Emperor? Ye chen? Hahaha, as long as that trash dares to appear in front of me, I'll tear him 

to pieces!" 

Chi Moluo glared at old ancestor yellow spring. Then, Chi Motian's power burst out and he charged at 

old ancestor yellow spring! 

Chapter 2159 Blood-Red Terror! 

"Is that so?" 

Just as Chi Moluo was slandering ye chen, a rumbling sound came from the sky. It was like thunder and 

lightning! 

"What?" 

Chi Moluo looked up at the sky and saw a Thunderbolt. A majestic figure descended with lightning and 

thunder. 

"Lord Chi Moluo, that's Ye chen!" 

"Ye chen, hahaha, you dare to show up?" 

Chi Moluo looked at ye chen. This man was the one who killed Chi Fang, so he was the red demon clan's 

greatest enemy. If he did not die, the red demon clan's humiliation would never be washed away. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

Surrounded by the divine lightning, ye chen looked at Chi Moluo coldly. 

 "You're the one who led these trash to invade the yellow Springs battle Manor?" 

"Hahaha, ye chen, I'll tear you to pieces today to avenge Chi Fang!" 

"Chifang? It seems like you are also a member of the red fiend clan. " 

"Cut the crap and die!" 

Chi mo Luo once again summoned the demonic sky. Instantly, an endless red demonic energy swept 

across the world. Its power was unparalleled and intimidated everyone present. 

The Red Devil clansmen below retreated one after another, including those from the Zhan residence 

who had surrendered to Chi mo Luo. 
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"Lord Chi mo Luo is invincible!" 

"Lord Chi mo Luo, Aeon!" 

Many of the Zhan residence's cultivators below were cheering for Chi mo Luo. They had just joined the 

Red Devil clan, and this was the only way to win their trust. They did not want to become the Red Devil 

clan's cannon fodder. 

As for the red Fiend Race soldiers, they sneered when they saw these guys working so hard. 

At this moment, the Scarlet demonic sky descended once again, and its unparalleled demonic might 

shook the world. It caused the dark stars to emit demonic light, adding to the might of the Scarlet 

demonic sky. 

Within the Scarlet demonic sky, Chi mo Luo was extremely confident that no matter who his opponent 

was, he would die Here. 

Ye chen sneered as he felt the Scarlet demonic sky's overbearing pressure. Now that he had obtained 

five spiritual accumulations, his cultivation base had increased fivefold. Dealing with a domain like this 

was as easy as flipping his hand. 

"Ah!" 

With a cold shout, ye chen released five streams of spiritual accumulation. Suddenly, his power 

increased fivefold. His already unfathomable Foundation was now five times stronger. It was like a 

Demon God had descended to the world, a demon had revealed itself, and the powerful might instantly 

tore apart the Scarlet demonic sky. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

The power of the divine lightning moved rapidly, and cracks appeared on the Scarlet demonic sky. This 

scene made Chi mo Luo tremble in fear and doubt. 

"Impossible. You're just a puny itinerant immortal. How can you break my Scarlet demonic sky?" 

"You dare to be so arrogant before me? I'm not someone you can look up to now!" 

"You're boasting, damn it!" 

Ye Chen's words were too arrogant. He did not take the chimoro seriously at all. How could he tolerate 

this? he immediately gave the order to kill. 

Chi mo Luo waved his sharp claws and shouted,""Kill them all! Kill all the people from the yellow Springs 

battle Manor!" 

"Yes!" 

The red Fiend Race experts below all bared their fangs. This was something they had been enduring for a 

long time, and they could finally release their ferocity. They wanted to devour the person in front of 

them completely, not leaving a single bone behind. 

Thump, thump, thump! 



Countless red demon race Warriors attacked. Their bodies were covered with a layer of Chi Motian's 

demonic energy. This demonic energy increased their strength by more than ten times. Their killing 

intent was burning, and their eyes were filled with blood. They didn't have the slightest bit of calm. 

"Kill him!" 

When old ancestor yellow spring saw this scene, he also revealed a crazed expression and commanded 

the yellow spring Battle Manor's people to fly up and face the enemy. 

Ye Wushuang's eyes were cold. He flew up and released the might of the heavenly Emperor. He turned 

into a sword and rushed into the crowd. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

The sword Qi exploded the Thunder in all directions and cut off the enemy's head! 

Countless heads were spinning in the sky. Ye Wushuang's one sword showed his power and killed tens 

of thousands of people instantly! 

"Good, good, good!" 

"Good!" Old ancestor yellow spring said "good" three times. Ye Wushuang's sword attack had ignited 

the fighting will of the people of the yellow spring Battle Manor. Everyone's fighting will was completely 

aroused. The great army of the magic martial world was not invincible. They were also cultivators, but 

they were not stronger than the people of the battle Manor! 

Under ye Wushuang's instigation, the people of the yellow Springs battle Manor followed the old 

ancestor and activated the yellow Springs great array. 

"Ah!" 

With the old ancestor as the core, countless experts released their own power, triggering the power of 

creation hidden in the yellow spring Battle Manor's earth vein. Instantly, the yellow spring great array 

was activated, and in a moment, countless red demon race Warriors rushed into the array. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The formation was activated, and countless Qi of the netherworld swept over, enveloping these red 

demon race Warriors. Their speed rapidly slowed down, even with Chi Motian's support. 

This was the result of the good fortune of heaven and earth in the earth vein of the yellow Springs battle 

Manor. This kind of good fortune, through the activation of the formation, was a hundred times 

stronger. It broke through the limits of the Scarlet demonic sky and caused countless red demon race 

members to fall into danger. 

"Now, kill!" 

The yellow Springs great formation weakened the enemies and strengthened themselves. Old ancestor 

yellow spring waved his hand, and everyone attacked regardless of their lives. They wanted to protect 

the reputation of Zhan family! 

Above the nine Heavens, ye chen faced off against the Scarlet demon. 



"Ye chen, you want to stop my red fiend clan's Army with this little trick? unfortunately, you can't do it." 

"Ha, in the battle below, although your red Fiend Race has admitted defeat many times, you didn't gain 

much of an advantage, right?" 

"Hmph, I'll kill you first, then I'll destroy the entire Zhan residence. Finally, all the spiritual energy will be 

absorbed by my true body!" 

"What a joke!" 

Ye chen shouted. He released the power of his spiritual reserves to boost his sword Qi and charged 

straight at the Scarlet demon. 

Chi mo Luo was shocked when he felt the power of spiritual accumulation. 

He shouted,"you actually absorbed the spiritual power. No wonder you could crack my Scarlet demonic 

sky. But it's no use. You've underestimated my Scarlet demonic sky!" 

Chi Moro closed his eyes slightly, then suddenly struck his own chest. This action made ye chen 

suspicious. However, as he spat out a mouthful of blood and rushed into Chi Motian, ye chen 

understood that this person wanted to use his own blood as a sacrifice to increase Chi Motian's power. 

So what? ye chen had absorbed the power of the five great spiritual reserves. Now, he wanted to test 

his cultivation progress. He did not care about the other party unleashing their potential to the extreme. 

Only then would he have an opponent to test. 

"Chi mo Luo, improve yourself to your heart's content. I want to see you at your strongest!" 

"Ye chen, you'll regret your arrogance. No matter what you think, you'll see the horror of blood in the 

Scarlet demon sky now!" 

"Alright!" 

Ye chen stretched out his arms and made a welcoming gesture. Chi mo Luo's eyes widened in anger. His 

strongest form had been ignored by the other party. In this situation, he would take revenge no matter 

what! 

"Blood-colored terror! Supreme Red Devil!" 

Chi Moro absorbed the blood-red demonic sky's power and activated his body's potential to its limit. An 

incomparably huge red demonic giant slowly rose from behind him! 

Chapter 2160 Red Devil Destroys The World! 

p The red fiend giant continued to emit demonic Qi. The demonic Qi permeated the entire space around 

it. The demonic Qi caused a huge change in the space. Even the earth veins were infected by the 

demonic Qi. The infection speed was extremely fast, like a virus. 

In the face of such a dangerous situation, ye chen could not allow the demonic Qi to infect the great 

ancestor and the others. 

"Heavenly Emperor command: resplendent earth sword reverse slash!" 
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Within ye Chen's eight extraordinary meridians, the five spiritual accumulations acted at the same time 

and instantly triggered the celestial Thearch's might. The ancient God Power that had been enhanced by 

the spiritual energy was ten times stronger than before. This was something unimaginable. 

The ancient God's sword light soared into the sky like a dragon rising from the sea or a ROC spreading its 

wings. Such power had never been seen before! 

"Slash!" 

The ancient God sword ray rushed into the earth vein, reversing the energy of the earth vein and 

launching a countercharge. In an instant, countless earth energy in the yellow Springs battle Manor's 

earth vein was detonated by ye Chen's ancient God Power. The power of heaven and earth's creation 

was so powerful that the instantaneous explosive force was completely beyond ordinary people's 

imagination. 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

Countless Earth Qi erupted like volcanoes erupting at the same time, instantly rushing in all directions. 

Countless devil Qi was burned, evaporated, and dissolved by the earth vein Qi. 

Within the explosion of Earth Qi, an ancient God sword light was the most powerful. Under the 

protection of the earth Qi, it charged towards the nine Heavens to kill the red demon. 

"Swish!" 

A sharp light streaked across the sky, and the red fiend giant's chest was cut by the sword light, causing 

blood to bloom. 

"Chi mo Luo, don't even think about being violent in my territory!" 

"Hahaha, ye chen, you don't really think that this will hurt my cosmic form, do you?" 

"What?" 

Ye chen raised his head again to look at the red demon giant summoned by Chi Moro. The bloody 

wound on his chest began to recover rapidly. All kinds of demonic Qi surged and then recovered as if he 

had not been injured at all. 

Such a powerful recovery ability surprised everyone. 

"It can't be. The celestial Thearch's sword just now could almost kill a peak true immortal, but it didn't 

even hurt a hair?" 

"Why is there no effect at all with such a powerful sword power?" 

The scene in front of them was too shocking. The yellow Springs battle Manor's experts all revealed 

looks of fear. The red fiend giant in front of them was like an inviolable King Kong. No one could harm 

him. Then, wouldn't they just have to watch him slaughter the living creatures? 

The increase in mental pressure, coupled with the influence of the scattered demonic Qi, caused many 

experts to reveal extremely unstable expressions. There were even some experts who were still 

intimidated by the red giant and could not move. 



This situation was completely within Chi mo Luo's expectations. As long as he subdued ye chen, the 

others would be a motley crew. No one would be able to stop the red fiend from invading the spirit 

demon Valley and obtaining the spiritual accumulation. 

"Ye chen, why don't you surrender? on account that you're an Overlord, as long as you submit to the red 

fiend, I might let bygones be bygones and let you be a slave leader. How about it?" 

Chi mo Luo's face was filled with a mocking smile. He had deliberately said this. No matter what choice 

ye chen made, his only choice was to kill ye chen without mercy! 

Only by killing ye chen and exterminating the entire Yellow Springs battle Manor could he avenge Chi 

Fang and the red fiend clan's dignity. This was just a game before the end of his game. Ye chen was like 

his prey and playing with his prey was the nature of a beast. 

And the red Fiend Race, in the mo Wu world, were the fiends with the strongest beastly nature. As 

vanguards, they were the absolute killing and evil! 

"Ha! You can't imagine what you'll see if you anger me!" 

In the face of Chi mo Luo's provocation, ye chen did not lose his mind. His eyes emitted an extremely 

cold light, like an ice halberd from the icy hell, directly stabbing towards Chi mo Luo. This kind of 

momentum and killing intent that could freeze one's soul could completely break through the mental 

defense of a peak true immortal! 

Such a powerful aura caused even Chi mo Luo and the other abstruse Immortals to feel a little 

uncomfortable. 

He looked at ye chen coldly. At this moment, his view of ye chen had changed. Although he still saw ye 

chen as his prey, he had to take him seriously this time. Even prey had different levels. Ye chen was 

clearly the most powerful existence among his prey. His aura alone was much stronger than his other 

prey. Even if his opponent was a profound immortal, this kind of mental resistance would not be 

qualified. On the other hand, his opponent was just a bodiless immortal, a true bodiless immortal! 

"Don't try to fool me, ye chen. This kind of trick is useless in front of the main body!" 

"Hmph, you're already panicking. Are you trying to use this cold aura to boost your confidence, Chi mo 

Luo?" 

"Goading? it's a pity I'm not Chi Fang, and I don't know how to use this! Ye chen, I've been entangled 

with you for too long and I've lost my patience. I'll show you the true horror of blood!" 

Chi mo Luo's eyes widened in anger as he activated his enraged eyes Diamond State. 

"Blood-red terrifying dagger kill!" 

After issuing the blood-colored killing order, the red fiend giant waved its sharp claws, and a huge blood-

colored blade appeared in its hand. This blade was the demonic weapon that the red fiend giant had 

refined from the bones and blood of the dead after killing countless people! 

"Whoosh!" 



He waved the Crimson Blade, and all signs of life in the surrounding space disappeared. This was the 

true gate to hell, and the invisible aura of death permeated the entire battlefield. 

"Mm ..." 

Ye Chen's brows furrowed and his heart turned cold. He had already realized that such a weapon could 

destroy a cultivator's body and soul. Even he himself could feel some pressure, let alone the 

powerhouses behind the great ancestor. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

As the blood-red aura swept across the entire area, the eyes of those who were infected by the aura 

protruded out and were covered in blood. Their entire spirit was destroyed by the blood-red aura. They 

were like little ghosts wandering in hell, losing their own souls and only becoming wandering ghosts! 

"Hahaha, ye chen, go to hell with your trash!" 

Chi mo Luo chanted a secret spell. 

"Momo, Momo, Momo ..." 

Countless secret curses turned into smoke-like things and floated in the sky. Then, the red demon giant's 

body absorbed these secret curses like a magnet and stuck to his skin. Suddenly, the red demon giant's 

body seemed to be reborn, and its strength increased to an indescribable level. 

"Roar!" 

He roared at the sky. Then, the red fiend giant opened its mouth and spat out red fiend breath! 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

Boundless demonic Qi, along with the power of a secret curse, was like a world-destroying flood, 

threatening to destroy the land before him. 

"No!" 

Countless powerhouses were crushed into pieces and turned into blood in the despairing flood of 

demonic energy! 

"Hahaha!" 

Chi mo Luo laughed out loud. It was unknown how many experts of the yellow spring Battle Manor had 

died to this blood-red breath. The entire sky had turned red. This was the true terror of blood! 

"Damn it!" 

Ye chen was furious to the extreme as he watched the powerhouses of the yellow Springs battle Manor 

fall one after another. These were Warriors who did not yield to the red fiend's tyrannical power! 

 


